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Summary 
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In June 2018, preceding the third excavation season of The Aylsham Roman Project, a small 
evaluation of two areas was undertaken in association with a series of schools to allow the 
opportunity for the schoolchildren (from a large age range) to experience digging, sieving, finds 
cleaning and finds identification. 

The evaluation was successful in identifying further features in the area of the Kilns (previously 
identified in the earlier excavations) and adding to the overall interpretation of the historic 
landscape at Woodgate Nursery. 

The test pits in Area H under excavation 

 

AREA H 

Area H was located in the north east of the kiln field close to the areas eastern boundary. Due to the 
sparsity of the geophysical results for this area (due in part to the close location of a metallic fence) 
it was decided to excavate a series of test pits through the subsoil to assess the archaeological 
potential of the area. Topsoil 6000 was the upper most layer in the stratigraphic sequence which 



overlay Subsoil 6001. Subsoil 6001 produced a multitude of finds including 18th and 19th Century clay 
pipe, 19th century nails, CBM and post medieval pottery. Machine excavation ceased at this level 
where after all further excavation was undertaken by hand. Twelve test pits (each measuring 1.00m 
x1.00m) were excavated through the subsoil. Finds were recovered as each test pit was excavated 
and all spoil from the test pits was subsequently sieved to recover as much artefactual data as 
possible. The test pits were assigned letters (A through L) and were excavated on a staggered grid 
array. Below Subsoil 6001 was Occupation Layer 6002, which is believed to be associated with (if not 
the same) as the previous occupation layer encountered in the 2016 and 2017 excavation areas in 
this area. If indeed the same layer then this marks the level for the roman occupation of the site, at 
least at the time the kilns were in use. Associated finds recovered from this layer included, Roman 
Pottery, Roman CBM, a single clipped Tessera (a small square piece used in the construction of a 
mosaic from section L), and small fragments of kiln lining. 

The final layer in the stratigraphic sequence was Natural Drift Geology 6003. 

Overall this excavation area successfully identified two points of interest which will need to be 
investigated further. Potential Tree Boles were discovered in sections H and K, while a possible pit 
was encountered in section L. none of these features were excavated. Further excavations at a later 
date will be able to ascertain the exact nature and context of these features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Area H post excavation 



AREA I – Trial Trench 

Area I was located north of the previous 2016 and 2017 excavation areas at a point of interest 
caused by the presence of various geophysical anomalies. The trial trench measured 20.00m x 2.00m 
and was oriented east to west. The trench contained 5 archaeological features. 

Topsoil 7000 was the first layer in the stratigraphic sequence which overlay Subsoil 7001. This layer 
of agricultural subsoil in turn overlay occupation layer 7002 (same as 6002). The final layer in the 
sequence was Natural Drift Geology 7003. 

The features consisted of linear ditches, a post hole and a single pit. 

Ditches 7004 and 7008 (located approximately 7.00m apart) likely form part of the droveway 
previously seen in the 2016 and 2017 excavations. The droveway appears to run north to south 
through the field and through the wood to the south of the field known as “The Round”. Ditch 7004 
produced Roman pottery consistent with the examples found previously at the site (namely 
Woodgate Ware). Ditch 7008 was slightly wider than its counterpart and fragments of pottery were 
also recovered from its fill.  

  

Area I – Post Excavation 



Ditch 7006 ran on a north east to south west orientation and had a distinct V shaped profile. A single 
fragment of Kiln lining was recovered from the primary fill ditch indicating that this linear at least 
was at one point open and contemporary with the kiln. 

Post Hole 7010 was located at the eastern end of the trench and contained a single fill and the 
remains of the post pipe. A single Fe Object was recovered from the feature. 

Finally Pit 7012 was located in the centre of the trench however due to its size and time constraints 
the decision was taken to leave it unexcavated.  

Overall this trial trench was successful in identifying the spread of the Roman features to the north 
of the field. This trench represents the most northerly of all the excavation work at the site and will 
likely provide the basis for a future excavation area. 

 

Conclusion 

The June excavations at the Aylsham Roman project have produced some intriguing results. The two 
areas have located further features that will warrant future investigation and the project also 
succeeded in allowing schoolchildren to experience a day on an archaeological site, helping to add 
another stage to this historically rich project. 


